Continuous versus conventional tissue expansion: experimental verification of a new technique.
Historically, tissue expansion is a prolonged process, typically requiring at least 6 weeks to complete. Recently, interest has increased in shortening this time period. In the current study, a continuous infusion device maintaining constant expander pressure less than capillary filling pressure was used in a canine model in seven dogs to minimize the time period needed to achieve significant expansion. There were no complications, except one device malfunction, corrected by changes in design. The process was shown to be a safe and effective means of producing amounts of expansion similar to traditional methods in approximately 72 hours, with expansion of 28 percent (n = 6) for continuous tissue expansion (CTE) versus 34 percent (n = 6) for a 2-week rapid expansion protocol. This expansion was derived from either stretch of preexisting tissue (46 percent for CTE, 35 percent for 2-week expansion) or recruitment of adjacent tissue. The clinical application of continuous tissue expansion could permit the advantages of tissue expansion to be obtained in many more situations than are currently available to traditional tissue expansion techniques.